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defector definition of defector by the free dictionary Oct 03 2022 an imperfection or lack
that causes inadequacy or failure a shortcoming or deficiency see synonyms at blemish intr
v d? f?kt de fect ed de fect ing de fects 1 to disown allegiance to one 39 s country and take
up residence in another a soviet citizen who defected to israel
defectors game show wikipedia Jun 30 2022 original release 11 june 2001 2001 06 11 2002
2002 defectors is a challenge tv game show that aired from 2001 to 2002 hosted by richard
orford the format was that the audience would vote on which contestant they thought would
get a question right and the percentage of votes would determine possible scores for
subsequent questions both the winning contestant and the audience member who made the
most correct guesses would win prizes
2023 election defectors rush back to pdp in a ibom Sep 21 2021 governor udom
emmanuel who received the defectors back to the pdp at unity park udo udoma avenue uyo
assured defectors returnees and new entrants to the pdp of full integration and
defectors all crossword clues answers synonyms Nov 23 2021 we hope that the following
list of synonyms for the word defectors will help you to finish your crossword today we 39
ve arranged the synonyms in length order so that they are easier to find defectors 8 letter
words

defection wikipedia Feb 24 2022 in politics a defector is a person who gives up allegiance
to one state in exchange for allegiance to another changing sides in a way which is
considered illegitimate by the first state more broadly defection involves abandoning a
person cause or doctrine to which one is bound by some tie as of allegiance or duty this
term is also applied often pejoratively to anyone who switches loyalty to another religion
sports team political party or other rival faction in that sense the defec
defectors book by joseph kanon official publisher page Aug 21 2021 a finely paced cold
war thriller with kanon s usual flair for atmospheric detail intriguing characters and
suspenseful action library journal defectors takes us to the heart of a world of secrets where
even the people we know best can t be trusted and murder is just collateral damage
43 synonyms antonyms of defector merriam webster Nov 04 2022 synonyms for defector
apostate deserter recreant renegade antonyms for defector loyalist
north korean defectors wikipedia May 30 2022 a study of 182 defectors has shown that due
to mutual mistrust between north and south koreans defectors are often unable to receive
medical help with limited government sponsored programs for migrants north koreans face
vocational medical and educational difficulties assimilating in south korea and rely on
nongovernmental organizations
amazon com defectors a novel ebook kanon joseph books Oct 23 2021 published in 2017
and set in the soviet union of 1961 defectors is a nuanced spy novel by joseph kanon s told
in the context of the bad old days of the cold war as the book opens simon weeks previously
of the oss and the u s state department and now a publisher arrives in moscow for the hand
off of his brother frank s memoir about his time spying for the kgb as a mole in the cia and
his ultimate defection
the north korean defectors who became youtube stars cnn Jun 18 2021 defectors are a
relatively recent phenomena they began entering south korea in significant numbers in the
past 20 years most fleeing over north korea s lengthy border with china said
ncis los angeles defectors tv episode 2015 imdb Jul 20 2021 defectors directed by dennis
smith with chris o 39 donnell daniela ruah eric christian olsen barrett foa the team searches
for a missing teenage girl who is feared to have been recruited by a terrorist organization
defectors twilight strategy Apr 28 2022 defectors 1945 1989 preceding the start of the cold
war citizens of the eastern bloc fled or defected to the west defectors came in two primary
archetypes spies and double agents who had been discovered or needed to come in from the
cold would frequently flee to their masters and allude capture
defectors definition meaning merriam webster Aug 01 2022 the meaning of defect is an
imperfection or abnormality that impairs quality function or utility shortcoming flaw how to
use defect in a sentence
defectors by joseph kanon goodreads May 18 2021 joseph kanon 3 79 3 099 ratings388
reviews from the bestselling author of leaving berlin and the good german comes a thrilling
and richly imagined novel focused on three weeks in the lives of a select group of defected
american spies in moscow during the height of the cold war moscow 1961 stalin has been
dead for eight years
defectors definition of defectors by the free dictionary Sep 02 2022 n 1 a lack of
something necessary for completeness or perfection shortcoming deficiency 2 an
imperfection failing or blemish 3 chemistry crystallog a local deviation from regularity in

the crystal lattice of a solid see also point defect dislocation 3 vb
amazon com defectors a novel 9781501121395 kanon joseph Mar 28 2022 published in
2017 and set in the soviet union of 1961 defectors is a nuanced spy novel by joseph kanon s
told in the context of the bad old days of the cold war as the book opens simon weeks
previously of the oss and the u s state department and now a publisher arrives in moscow
for the hand off of his brother frank s memoir about his time spying for the kgb as a mole in
the cia and his ultimate defection
list of american and british defectors in the korean war Jan 26 2022 list of defectors
american adams clarence cpl a soldier from memphis tennessee adams an african american
cited racial discrimination in the united states as the reason he refused repatriation while a
prisoner adams took classes in communist political theory and afterwards lectured other
prisoners in the camps
amazon com defectors a novel 9781501121401 kanon joseph Dec 25 2021 the book
focuses on the lives of a bunch of defectors from western intelligence services living
uneasily in 1961 moscow by itself that 39 s an original topic for a novel the two protagonist
brothers simon and frank weekes an american publisher with loose ties to us intelligence
and his older brother frank an out and out defector from the cia and an officer in the kgb
make an interesting subject for kanon
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